
OLYMPICS AT KRÄFTRIKET

FADDERIET FS20



WELCOME TO

STOCKHOLM BUSINESS SCHOOL

www.facebook.com/Festhlm

foreningenekonomerna.se

We want to start by congratulating you for being admitted to
Stockholm Business School at Stockholm University!

As a new student, we’re inviting you to participate in
Fadderiet Fall Semester 2020. It’s an introduction program,
which aims to give you the best possible start at Stockholm
Business School. This is an amazing opportunity for you to
make friends, establish business and university related
contacts and get introduced to the student life in Stockholm
and at the Business Association - Föreningen Ekonomerna.

You are now reading the Micronomist Compass, a booklet
that aims to help you navigate the university jungle. It will
provide you with all the information you need before starting
university and what things to expect during Fadderiet.

The fall semester of 2020 is finally here and we would like to
give you a warm welcome to what we hope will become the
best time of your life!

Keep yourself updated with

all the fun in the Association!



Stay at home if you are feeling unwell
Be aware of COVID-19 symptoms
Most commonly cough, fever, breathing issues, a cold
Wash your hands frequently, especially when leaving or entering new
places
Use rubbing alcohol if you are not able to wash your hands
Avoid touching your mouth, nose and eyes.
Avoid public transportation if possible.

Information regarding 

COVID-19

Föreningen Ekonomerna and Fadderiet will be working in compliance with
the recommendations from the authorities’ as well as with Stockholm
University’s guidelines. The most up to date information about university
guidelines and recommendations can be found at the following website:
https://www.su.se/english/coronavirus. We encourage everybody to
stay up to date with the information published on this page, as well as with
updates from the Public Health Agency of Sweden
(Folkhälsomyndigheten)

Some of the current recommendations published by the Public Health
Agency of Sweden to keep yourself and others safe are as follows:

https://www.su.se/english/coronavirus


How Fadderiet is Affected by 

COVID-19

In order to follow the recommendations and to keep everybody
involved in the Welcoming Weeks safe, Fadderiet will be structured
differently in comparison to past years. The first part of the
Welcoming Weeks will primarily be held or outdoors or in  groups
where safe distancing will be encouraged and online. The current plan
is to hold events of this nature up until November 1st (please see the
schedule for more details about the events being held initially) then,
depending on the situation more traditional events, such as larger
“sittnings” (a three course dinner party) or other events in bigger
groups of people will be held. Information about this will be published
later on through your Facebook buddy groups.

Like the entirety of Fadderiet, all events are optional and students who
are not comfortable attending events can still partake online.
Furthermore, people who are sick should not attend any event and
should refrain from doing so until they have been symptom free for at
least 48 hours.

In spite of the situation, we want to enforce that everybody involved
with making Fadderiet happen this year is planning on having an
amazing time! New students should be able to meet new friends and
their buddies in a safe way and ultimately make memories to last a
lifetime. We can’t wait to meet you, whether online or outdoors and
are looking forward to having a great semester with you all!



Building 3: This is the main house where
you will have most of your seminars and
some lectures. You will also find a cafeteria
and microwaves that you can use if you
bring your own food.

Building 1: This is the famous Festningen -
Föreningen Ekonomerna's own house! This
is open during day-time for all members.
Feel free to swing by for a cup of coffee, a
place to study or simply a place to chill and
hang out with other members.

Building 15: This is where you will find the
student office and the student counselor.

Brunnsviken: The place to hang out on a
sunny day and also where some of the
events of Fadderiet take place. You find it
by walking towards the water behind
building 10.

There are several ways to get to
Kräftriket. The bus stop is called

"Albano".

From Odenplan:
Bus 50 towards Stora

Lappkärrsberget.

From Tekniska Högskolan:
Bus 676 towards Norrtälje or bus 670

towards Vaxholm.

From Universitetet:
Bus 50 towards Hornsberg or 676,

670 towards Stockholm.

Transport to 

Kräftriket

Except for buying books in regular
bookstores like Adlibris and
Akademibokhandeln, there are some
cheaper second-hand options you should
know about!

The discussion forum for business
students at Stockholm University where
students post their own used literature
that you buy for a great price.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/FesthlmFor
um/

Campusbutiken
Located at the main campus of
Stockholm University - Frescati. Here you
will most likely find the books you are
looking for. Students are leaving their
used books here, so the price is cheaper
than in a regular bookstore.
Student 

CHAPTER I - THE FIRST DAY

Important Houses in

Kräftriket

If you want to know more:
http://www.sbs.su.se/english/about-

us/findus/find-your-way-around-
kräftriket

Literature



I.   Even if it's a competition between the
different groups, we are all part of the
same team in the end - Stockholm
Business School.

II. We have a zero-tolerance policy against
drugs. If someone is seen using drugs this
person will immediately be shut out from
Fadderiet.

III. Alcohol is served during certain events
during Fadderiet especially during the
pubs. Those serving the alcohol in the bar
(called PrU) have the responsibility to
serve you. If they feel that you are too
drunk they have the right to refuse to
serve you.

Step I - Become a member

In order to participate at all activities you
need to become a member of the Business
Association. Do it now so you don't have to
queue too long at the first event!

Step II - Join your team's Facebook Group

The main channel of communication
between your buddies and you will be
through a Facebook group. If you haven't
received the link in the email or if you don't
have Facebook contact the Generals.

Step III - Introduction day 28th of August

Don't miss the introduction meeting on
Zoom August  28th! If you are unsure about
how to join the meeting, don't hesitate to
contact your buddies or someone in the
Project Group!

CHAPTER II - INFORMATION

The fall semester of 2020 is approaching
and this semester's welcoming program
for the new students at SBS is called
Fadderiet.

From the start and until the end of
Fadderiet, you are a Micronomist. You,
along with all the new students, will be
divided into 10 teams. Each team will have
four dedicated buddies, who are your
team-leaders and mentors. The buddies
will answer any question you might have
and will also make sure that you receive
all essential information about Fadderiet.

You will experience countless challenges
and activities together with your team, all
while competing against the other teams
for the glory of becoming the winning
team of the semester.

How it works

Good things to know

What do I need to do?

Special Deal until 6/9-2020!



- You are one of the chosen ones

-The time is here for you to take part and change history

 -The question is if you are prepared and willing to do whatever it takes to be a
Champion?

You might never have heard of the Olympics at Kräftriket before, but if you have, it
is most likely either by ancient legends and tales of imaginary heroes and sheer raw
power. 

Rest assured, the games do exist. 

The original Olympics at Kräftriket started in 1896, parallel to the, allegedly more
famous, Olympic Games. The old game masters and wise organizers decided to
create a shadow competition to the Olympics, where true hardcore champions
were allowed to compete for the greatest trophy of all time. 

Whereas the better known Olympic Games generously distributes hundreds of
gold-, silver- and bronze-medals to numerous individuals and teams for all sorts of
varieties of sports, Olympics at Kräftriket crowns only ONE team that manages to
come out on top after the fiercest, toughest and most excruciating competition
hitherto known to mankind. 

The ultimate trophy will be lifted by the greatest team of all time. There is no
shortage of stature, glory and respect to the team and team members who manage
to fight off the competition for this ultimate prize. 

The Olympics at Kräftriket grand judges 2020 are Rasmus and Simon. They have
been carefully selected and sworn in by an oath to unequivocally control and
referee the games. 

The 2020 Olympics at Kräftriket has been planned and organized by the Generals
and the Project Group. 

Let the Games begin!

CHAPTER III - FADDERIET FS20



CHAPTER IV - THE SCHEDULE

28
AUG

INTRODUCTION DAY - Zoom
Welcome to Stockholm Business School! All students will be joining their
first day at SBS through Zoom. During the introduction lecture a movie
by the buddies will be shown. Afterwards, all Buddies will gather their
respective teams online in Zoom groups to inform you about Fadderiet
FS20 and the association, so make sure you find your Zoom link

Time: 16.00
Place: Zoom (Online). You will fins the link in your Facebook groups.

30
AUG

PICNIC DAY WITH BUDDIES
The buddies will provide you with different snacks and gather you all
in a park, a perfect first meeting for all new students. It is very
important that you inform your buddies if you can attend the event.
There will be some snacks but feel free to bring something to eat and
drink if you want. 

Time: 13.00
Place: In a park that your buddies will decide.

FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT & BBQ

2-3
SEP

I'ts time for the prestigious yearly Football Tournament! For this event
Fadderiet will take over the field in the middle of Frescati on the Main
Campus where each team will compete against each other for the
honor of becoming the Football Masters of 2020! There will also be a
BBQ and music.
This event will take place over two days, with matches spread out, so
be sure to follow the schedule.

Time: 12:00 - Both days. 
Place: Frescati (main campus, Universitetet).



6
SEP

ONLINE QUIZ

This event is a perfect time for all of you to collect points for your team
without leaving your (dorm) room. The Project Group will create a
fantastic online quiz, so make sure that you are sharp and ready for this
evening. 

Time: 19:30
Place: Online

9
SEP

The classic race of Fadderiet. You will get missions and
challenges to accomplish in the Stockholm area with your team to
get as many points as possible. You will also meet some
companies and our fantastic committees during the race.

.
Time: 11:00
Place: Your buddies will decide

INTERNAL BUDDY EVENT

12
SEP

Your buddies choice will decide the time, place and activity for this
event. This is an opportunity to get to know your fellow micros even
more. It is once again important that you inform your buddies if you
will attend in order to keep a safe envoirment for everyone.

Time: Buddies Choice
Place: Your Buddies will decide

AMAZING RACE - OMG & Partners Edition



21
SEP

COOKING ONLINE
Cooking online will be an event held in groups through Zoom, where
your buddies will and have an online cooking session so that you can
cook from home or with your new friends from the association. The
recipes will be posted a couple of days before the event.

Time: 18:30
Place: Online

ONLINE QUIZ

24
SEP

A new chance for you to show your quiz skills. Show us what you
have learned during your first month as a student at Stockholm
Business School.

Time: 19:30
Place: Online

14-18
SEP



3
OCT

INTERNAL BUDDY EVENT

Your buddies will  host the second event for all of you. Once again,
make sure that your buddies know if you will attend

Time: Buddies Choice
Place: Your Buddies will decide.

6
OCT

THE OLYMPIC TRESURE HUNT
This will be one of the biggest and hardest games during this

years Fadderi. You and your team will get an unique chance to
climb the scoreboard and change it for good. 

Time: 12:00
Place: Stockholm City

KUBB/BRÄNNBOLL TOURNAMENT

8-9
OCT

Your teams will compete against each other to collect points and show us who
rules Fadderiet FS20. Actions will of course be taken to prevent large
gatherings. There will also be possible to purchase some BBQ foods during this
event.

Time: 12:00
Place: Stora Skuggan 

KARAOKE NIGHT

12 
OCT

It's time for an amazing karaoke night! This is the night where you
finally get to live out your artistic dreams! Become your biggest idol

for the night and sing along with your friends.

Time: Buddies chioice
Place: Buddies will decide 



This is the last chance to join your buddies to an event that they have
created just for your group. You do not want to miss this.

Make sure that your buddies know that you are attending the event.

Time: 20:00
Place: Your Buddies will decide.

24
OCT

INTERNAL BUDDY EVENT

This event will be held online with PWC who is the main partner of
Föreningen Ekonomerna. The goal with this event is for you to learn
some basic excel skills which might come in hand in future courses and
perhaps your upcoming dream job

Time: 10:00-12:30
Place: Online 

15 
OCT

EXCEL COURSE WITH PWC



CHAPTER V - GENERALS AND

PROJECT GROUP

GENERALS
-

FADDERIET FS20

Simon Shafiee
&

Rasmus Brehme

Contact us at:
fadderiet@foreningenekonomerna.se

PROJECT GROUP
-

FADDERIET FS20

Charlotte Granfelt
Art & Marketing Director

Klara Ljunggren
Event Manager

Amie Fall
Event Manager

Elias Johansson
Corporate Manager



CHAPTER VI - THE BUDDY GROUPS

The Fearless Footboll Team

The Glorious Golf Team

Arvid Boestad
0738568440

Antonia Heurlin
0721883629

Sebastian Sundell
0702298301

Something that people would
never guess about you?

What type of mixed ethnicity I
have

What makes you happy?
Seeing people in my
surrounding happy

What is your biggest fear?
Crazy world leaders

Something you can’t live
without?
Friends

Sandra Larsson
0708419138

What’s your favorite
way to get in some

exercise?
I'm gonna sound like

every swede ever now
but I love to play Padel 

What is your spirit
animal?

My spirit animal is
Quokka

Something you can't
live without?

Music, the louder the
better

Clara Svensson
0709690530

What is your favorite way to
get in some exercise?
Running to the subway

If you were famous, what
would you be famous for?

Laughing my problems away
Something you can’t live

without?
Delicato Havrebollar

The best thing of fadderiet?
Making new friends

Marcus Johansson
0722089797

What is your biggest fear?
My biggest fear is losing

Fadderiet FS20
Who is your role model?

Myself in 10 years
If you were famous, what
would you be famous for?

Rapping
Something that people

would never guess about
you?

No one can beat me at drunk
handstands

Elin Berglind
0708398153

Who is your role model?
I actually don’t have a

specific role model, but I
admire people who are
young and successful.

The best thing of
fadderiet?

The best thing is absolutely
the opportunity to meet
new people and have a

good time.
What is your spirit

animal?
Lion

Victor Lundin
0766487799

Student lifehack?
Get a coffee card at
Pressbyrån ASAP

What makes you happy?
Good music

What is your biggest sport
achievement?

Got a birdie at the age of
ten (accidentally hit a bird)
If you were famous, what
would you be famous for?
Probably something really

odd/weird

What is your biggest fear?
Snakes

The best thing of fadderiet?
All the fun you are

experiencing with your group
and friends

Student lifehack?
Study with friends. It's more

fun that way
Something that people would

never guess about you?
I was a birdwatcher

What makes you happy?
Music and nice weather
What is your biggest
sport achievement?

Dancing with Eric Saade
when I was 12

 Something you can’t live
without?

Food
Who is your role model?

My sister



The Ballin Basketball Team

The Battling Boxing Team

Gustaf Höglund
0702794996

Something that people
would never guess

about you?
I used to do a bunch of
standup, and maybe I

will do more...? ;)
What is your biggest
sport achievement?
Probably advancing to
the highest league of

junior hockey
What makes you

happy?
Dogs are like ecstacy to

me

Raquel Rademaker
0735550039

What is your biggest fear?
Spiders and losing Fadderiet 

Something that people
would never guess about

you?
I'm good in playing Call of
Duty, like reeaaally good

Something you can’t live
without?

Twix
What makes you happy?

Beagle puppies

Vilma Nyqvist
0707919076

What is your favorite
way to get in some

exercise?
Dancing at 2 AM in

the club
If you were famous,
what would you be

famous for?
Probably doing

something
embarrassing on a
video that has gone

viral

Ida Keyson
0738997221

Something you can’t
live without?

My family and friends
Who is your role

model?
My grandmother

What is your biggest
fear?

Being denied entry to a
club

The best thing of
fadderiet?

The sittnings!

Astrid Stange
0723686613

What makes you happy?
Summer

What is your biggest fear?
Loosing someone I love

What is your biggest sport
achievement?

I was on the show "Lilla
Sportspegeln"

The best thing of
fadderiet?

The friendships you make

Maria Södergren
0705584478 

Who is your role model?
I have never had a role

model :(
Something that people

would never guess about
you?

I sleep without pillows
If you were famous, what
would you be famous for?
Track & Field Athlete haha!
What makes you happy?

Fika

Axel Sjöstedt
0703828928

Student lifehack?
Studying with friends
What is your biggest
sport achievement?
Never lost to Kevin

Schmuck in beerpong
If you were famous, what
would you be famous for?

For my beerpong skills

Ina Moscoso
Eriksson

0762091723
If you were famous, what
would you be famous for?

Winning Robinson
The best thing of

fadderiet?
Definitely meeting all the

new people!
What is your favorite way
to get in some exercise? 
Running to the subway :-)
Who is your role model?

The sleepless elite



The Challenging Cycling Team

The Troubling Tennis Team

Josefin Aadde
0735646448

If you were famous,
what would you be

famous for?
If I ever would be

famous it would be
because of something I

accidentally did
Who is your role

model?
Anyone who’s

accomplished their
dreams

Something you can’t
live without?

Dippmix

Alvand Asgari Nellie Helgesson Ludvig Villarp

Jennifer
Chantarumporn

0708611299
What is your favorite

way to get in some
exercise?
Dancing

What makes you
happy?

Seeing other people smile
The best thing of

fadderiet?
Meeting new people
Student lifehack?

Do not postpone the
assignments

Linda Eriksson
0723612998

Something you can’t live
without?
Caffeine

Who is your role model?
Angelica Thunell

What is your biggest sport
achievement?

Cheated through a
marathon and got a medal

What is your biggest fear?
Having no plans

Cornelia Johansson
0706148515

Student lifehack?
Study someplace other than

home
What makes you happy?
Spending time with friends
What is your favorite way
to get in some exercise?

Racket sports
What is your biggest sport

achievement?
Competing in the swedish

championship of
showjumping (horse riding)

0707539572
Something that people

would never guess
about you?

I speak 4 languages
fluently

What makes you
happy?

Everyone around me
What is your biggest
sport achievement?
Played tennis for 10

years

0769415866
What is your biggest

fear?
Sharks

If you were famous,
what would you be

famous for?
Actor

What is your biggest
sport achievement?

Hole in one
Who is your role

model?
Iron Man

0709687163
Student lifehack?

Become friends with
the smartest in your

class
Something that people

would never guess
about you?

I'm secretly a gamer
What is your favorite

way to get in some
exercise?

Punching and kicking
people

Julia Björnemark
0702295295

If you were famous, what
would you be famous for?

Being lazy
What is your spirit

animal?
Bear (Beer)

What is your biggest
fear?

Clowns
Student lifehack?
Study at a bar is

underrated



The Speeding Skiing team

The Epic E-Sport Team

Kevin Schmuck Julia Hensche Mohammad Chahrour
0793337604

If you were famous, what would
you be famous for?

Art. In any shape or form.
Student lifehack?

You can find a lot of course
literature online for free

The best thing of fadderiet?
It's the best opportunity to get to
know other people. Everybody
there are new to the university

and are looking for new people to
be friends with.

Meja Lindfeldt
0706307018

What is your biggest
sport achievement?

World Championship in
disco dance

Something that people
would never guess

about you?
I hate chips with taste,

only like salted
Something you can’t

live without?
Ice cream

What makes you
happy?

My dog, friends,
partying, family

Malin Ek
0738491949

Student lifehack?
Summaries (and
fadderiet for the

motivation!!)
If you were famous,
what would you be

famous for?
NHL wife

Who is your role
model?

My mother
What is your biggest
sport achievement?
Performed in Globen

and Friends arena

Thom Mattsson
0705140113

Who is your role model?
Jesse Pinkman

Something that people
would never guess about

you?
In 4th grade I threw a slice of
cheddar that got stuck in the

ceiling and everybody
cheered.

What makes you happy?
Skiing and everything that

goes with it.
What is your biggest fear?

Being alone

Alma Lagergren
0722180065

Student lifehack?
To be involved in the

fadderiet from the
beginning, which will make

your time as a student
more fun.

Something you can't live
without?
Chocolate

What’s your favorite way
to get in some exercise?
Go out for a run and then
do some yoga at home.

What is your spirit
animal?

Owl

Rickard Thunberg
0705700960

What
 is your spirit animal?

According to some random
test, I’m a turtle...

Something
 people would never

guess about you?
I love go hiking in the

summer.
What’s

 your favorite way to get
in some exercise?

Going to the gym or go out
running

0739814755
Student lifehack?
Study together and
don’t forget to take
a break and “fika”
Who is your role

model?
My mother

Something that
people would

never guess about
you?

I HATE Coca Cola

0737646511
What is your favorite

way to get in some
exercise?

Haven’t found a way
If you were famous,
what would you be

famous for?
Being humble

What is your biggest
sport achievement?

Being part of Änglarna
BAP

What is your biggest
fear?

Loosing to Elias
Johansson



Axel Bengtsson
0730712208

Something that people
would never guess about

you?
I used to be famous
Swedish actor Ola
Rapace’s shrink.

Something you can’t live
without?

1. Snus 2. Oxygen 3.
Water. In that order

Who is your role model?
Joey Barton

Student lifehack?
Stick to the cheap bars

when going out for beers.
Quantity over quality

The Kicking Karate Team

The Bossy Baseball Team

Eira Lange
0704712696

Who is your role
model?

My grandma
If you were famous,
what would you be

famous for?
Breaking things

What is your biggest
fear?

Loosing fadderiet
What makes you

happy?
Friends

Frida Blom
0760615927

What is your biggest fear?
Birds (seagulls and crows)

What is your biggest sport
achievement?

Participating in hiphop VM
The best thing of

fadderiet?
To get to know new amazing

people!!
Who is your role model?

Kung fu panda

Marie Lindén
+46705120267

What is your biggest
sport achievement?
400m track and field

Something that
people would never
guess about you?
Born in Uruguay :o
What makes you

happy?
Good music and good

company :)
What is your biggest

fear?
Horses

Filip Svensson
+46707562988

What is your biggest
fear?

10+ missed calls
The best thing of

fadderiet?
Answering

questionnaires
What makes you

happy?
Nesquik

If you were famous,
what would you be

famous for?
Seen "the office" more
times than anyone else

on the planet

Sofie Sundström
+46705760973

Who is your role model?
My mother

Something you can’t live
without?
My phone!

What is your favorite way to
get in some exercise?

Run between bars at pub
crawl

Student lifehack?
Study before I sleep

Ida Forsberg
0704334992

What is your biggest
fear?

My bank account
Something you can’t live

without?
Hair Straightener
The best thing of

fadderiet?
New Friends

What makes you
happy?
Avocado

Bobby Rahman
0736569708

What is your biggest
sport achievement?

I didnt always get picked
last in gym classes

Something you can’t live
without?

Music
What is your favorite

way to get in some
exercise?

Lifting heavy weights!!



You decide however much you want to

be involved, but we genuinely

encourage all students to take an active

role within the Association by joining

our events, committees, and projects so

that Föreningen Ekonomerna can offer

you  the most rewarding student life on

campus. We know this year has been

different, but there are still many

opportunities to get involved within our

Association. A first step to get involved

is to be part of a committee. You will

find more information about the

association's nine committees and two

clubs below:

Föreningen

Ekonomerna

Föreningen Ekonomerna, the Business

Association, is a student organization

that consists of the Board, committees

and independent projects and is run by

the active members. We create

countless opportunities for

professional and individual growth

together with other business students.

Community, Professionalism and

Drive are our three key values. We

want you to feel as part of the family

the moment you begin your studies to

give you a chance to network with

other members of the Association.



Read more

about the

different

positions and

their

responsabilities

on fest.se/board

The Board

The Board is elected for one year at a time between July 1st and June

30th and is responsible for the association between the association

meetings. The Board is in charge of managing the operations of

Föreningen Ekonomerna, and is the highest decision- making body

between the association meetings. The Board is in charge of making

sure that the economic and accounting procedures are managed and

followed properly.

Frida Sjöberg
PRESIDENT

president@foreningenekonomerna.se

Karin Asp
VICE PRESIDENT

vicepresident@foreningenekonomerna.se

Luisa Dahlstedt
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT

2ndvicepresident@foreningenekonomerna.se

Alice Arabshahi
TREASURER

treasurer@foreningenekonomerna.se

David Olsson
VICE TREASURE

vicetreasurer@foreningenekonomerna.se

Juulia Kuusimäki
HEAD OF CORPORATE RELATIONS

corporate@foreningenekonomerna.se

Sahel Md Fardeen Faez
HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

international@foreningenekonomerna.se

Vlada Borets
HEAD OF IT

it@foreningenekonomerna.se

Ada Nuutti
HEAD OF MARKETING

marketing@foreningenekonomerna.se



The Committees

The Marketing Committee The International Committee The Sports Committee

We handle the Association’s

internal and external marketing.

The work we do involves

everything from strategic

marketing planning on how to best

reach out to the public, to making

movies, posters and other

marketing materials. We host

workshops and other activities with

the purpose of marketing the

Association. No prior skills are

required to join us. If you are

interested in marketing and/or

communication in any form; the

Marketing Committee is the

committee for you. If you want to

know more, contact us at:

mc@foreningenekonomerna.se

We are the first contact and

meeting point for students who are

particularly interested in

international studies, careers,

contacts, and companies. Working

closely with the Head of

International Affairs and the Board

of the Business Association, we

collaborate with the Association’s

wide range of multinational

connections, including but not

limited to students, businesses, and

enterprises.If you want to know

more, contact us at:

ic@foreningenekonomerna.se

We are the committee that unites all

sports enthusiasts around campus.

We arrange both tournaments and

events within a variety of different

sports. We also organize sports

nights where we watch games

together, an annual ski trip to the

Alps and a surf trip to Portugal. We

are an easy-going committee that

have a lot of fun. You will have a

hard time resisting us if you love

sports. You can either be a project

leader for one of our projects or you

can help out your help in the events

we organize. If you want to k n o w

m o r e c o n t a c t u s a t :

sports@foreningenekonomerna.se

The IT Committee The Social Committee

We handle the Association’s

internal and external marketing.

The work we do involves

everything from strategic

marketing planning on how to best

reach out to the public, to making

movies, posters and other

marketing materials. We host

workshops and other activities

with the purpose of marketing the

Association. No prior skills are

required to join us. If you are

interested in marketing and/or

communication in any form; the

Marketing Committee is the

committee for you. If you want to

know more, contact us at:

mc@foreningenekonomerna.se

We keep old university traditions

alive, party hard and bartend at all

of the Association’s events. If you

want to know more, contact us at:

pru@foreningenekonomerna.se

We strive to keep things in the

Association fun by hosting different

social events. By providing our

members with an insight into the

process of event planning, as well as

a platform to expand personal

networks, we seek to expand their

expertise within this organizational

field of business. We aim to bring all

the members of the Association

closer together through our fun

events. If you want to learn more,

contact us at:

event@foreningenekonomerna.se

The Event Committee



The Master's Club The Entrepreneur Club The Education Committee

We are a meeting place for

master’s students to get to know

their fellow classmates and students

from the other programs. Our goal

is to create a memorable masters’

student experience at Stockholm

University. To do that, we provide

opportunities for master’s students

to engage with the community and

become leaders for our various

projects. Our club hosts both social

and professional events. If you

want to know more about the

Master Club , please send an email

to :

masterclub@foreningenekonomer

na.se

Have you ever had an idea but just

simply didn't know where, how or

when to start? Do you have a

passion for entrepreneurship and

innovation? Then the Entrepreneur

Club is the place for you. We are a

club where students who are

curious about entrepreneurship can

meet and help each other grow. In

this club, we learn and get inspired

from each other. We also host

exciting workshops and invite

inspirational entrepreneurial

speakers. Everyone in our club is at

different stages of their

entrepreneurship, and there is

absolutely no requirement that you

need to have your own business or

even an idea to be a member, come

as you are and we will figure out

the rest along the way! If you want

to know more, contact us at:

entrepreneur@foreningenekonom

erna.se

We are the student voice in

educational matters towards staff at

Stockholm Business School through

our participation in several councils

and boards. In collaboration with the

Head of Education in the Board, we

run queries regarding student matters

and represent the students’ point of

view in larger matters at SBS. In

addition to this, a variety of projects,

such as the Excel Course, are

annually held with the aim of

enriching students’ academic skills.

Through discussion and cooperation,

we improve the quality of education

at SBS by helping students bring

their speaking rights forward and by

further developing their academic

skills. If you want to know more,

contact us at:

ec@foreningenekonomerna.se

The Business Committee The Finance Society

We are one of the biggest

committees within Föreningen

Ekonomerna. We are the link

between the students and the

business world. By joining us, you

will not only get the opportunity to

gain valuable work experience, but

also network with future

employers. As part of a project

group you can help to plan popular

events like London Banking Week,

Career Choice or Sustainability

Day.

You can also get the chance to

become a contact representative

for one of our partners such as

PWC, Boston Consulting Group

and KPMG. We also arrange

amazing exclusive events for the

members, where you get closer

contact with companies, get to

work on your case abilities, and

network with fellow students and

future colleagues. If you want to

know more, contact us at:

bc@foreningenekonomerna.se

We are the university's leading

professional and academic society

devoted to the world of finance. Our

mission is to connect students who

share an interest and curiosity about

investments, and want to share

knowledge and insight. We prepare

our members for the success that

awaits them in the global business

world. By creating a community that

helps members to achieve their goals

in the classroom, we constantly

strive to improve our internal

workshops and projects that will

help you exceed tomorrow's

challenges. Together we will create

the necessary building blocks for

you to learn, achieve and enjoy your

time at SBS. By joining our

community, you will open doors to

new friendships, networking,

professional growth, and other

opportunities. If you have any

questions, don’t hesitate to reach out

to us at:

finance@foreningenekonomerna.se



Independent Project

Ekonomernas Dagar
www.ekonomernasdagar.com

Ekonomernas Dagar is the biggest project arranged by

Föreningen Ekonomerna. We are not attached to one of the

committees. The project involves over 100 students and is

held for the 40th time in 2021. The project takes the shape of

preparational & inspiring pre-events leading up to our main

event consisting of one of the biggest Career Fairs for

business & economics students in Sweden.

During the fair day we have around 70 companies exhibiting

with approximately 3000 visitors. Together we create a place

for students and companies to meet. Since we first started,

EY has been our main sponsor and Co-Organizer, they

provide us with invaluable info regarding the needs of the

corporate world.

To join our team you will be able to apply during one of our recruitment periods that will be

published on our website and be welcomed to an interview at our headquarters. If you want to

know more in how to get involved contact us at: coordinator@ekonomernasdagar.com

Project Leaders for

Ekonomernas Dagar 2021

Alex Goubaud &

Elli Laukkanen

ED
Est. 1981



A sittning is a student dinner event full of traditions where the students dress up in
costumes or formal wear depending on the theme. The dinner is usually a three
course meal accompanied with beer/wine, snaps and punsch. There are rules to
follow, songs to sing, competitions and gyckel (performances) to enjoy. When the
dinner is finished it is time to start the after-party!

You will be guided through the night by
your Toastmasters. There is a 3-
second rule which states that you have
to be silent within exactly 3 seconds
from when the Toastmaster starts
speaking, 5 seconds if you are hitting it
off with your dinner companion! It is
important to be respectful and pay
attention. 

There will be two breaks during the
dinner and this is the only time you are
allowed to leave the table. If you feel
there is a need to liven up the party
you can shout “Åååå(ooohhh)..Tempo!”
while hammering your hands against
the table and the Toastmaster will
stand up and proceed with perhaps
another drinking song. You can use the
same act for Bordsskål, which is to
shout “Åååå(ooohhh)...Bordsskål!” after
which you toast with your table. 

A gyckel is when a group of people
perform, often by singing and dancing
to entertain the audience.

Every sittning starts with Porthos
Visa, the other songs will vary from
event to event, but you end your
shot of snaps with the song “Gräv ur
Tundran”. At the end of this song it is
important that you crush your shot
glass (don’t worry though, it is made
out of plastic). 

During the dessert the drink
“punsch” will be carried into the hall.
This is, however, not something that
you receive for free as you have to
sing and sway your body to receive
it. The song that you sing to get your
punsch is simply called “Punschen
Kommer!” (The Punsch is Coming). 

Every event is then ended by the
song “O gamla klang och julbeltid”.
Once the sittning is over it is
important to leave the table as soon
as possible. You may then head for
the bar, if you are in need of further
refreshments. 

Don't worry if you don't know the
songs. You will be able to buy a
songbook before the event! 

DRESSCODE
The dresscode varies depending on the type of sittning. The tradition from most
Swedish Universities is to wear an overall or formal wear depending on where you
study. In Föreningen Ekonomerna today it is PrU who wears the overall. Everyone else
dresses in formal wear. 

For the finsittning you should come properly dressed - suits for the gentlemen and
cocktail dresses for the ladies. At Fulsittningen all students should wear a costume
representing the groups theme.

CHAPTER VII - SITTNING SCHOOL

SONGSRULES



We hope you are as excited as we are! If you have any
questions at all, do not hesitate to contact us or one of your
amazing buddies and we will answer all your questions!

A tip is to attend so many events as you can, especially in
the beginning of the semester to get a good look about
what the association is all about! The statement that
Stockholm does not have a student life - is a myth! 
Ask us, we know that for sure!

May the best team win!

See you soon!



Partners


